Both parameters, microstmcture and texture, are studied on several samples for different processes. The same route, thermomechanical treatment (forging or rolling) followed by solutioning and ageing is carded out with various temperature and deformation amount on an identical titanium alloy CORONA 5.
INTRODUCTION
The CORONA 5 is an (ot/fl) titanium alloy interesting for aerospace and naval applications because of a good combination of a corrosion resistance in chlorinated environment, a long fatigue life and a high fracture toughness.
It is well known that mechanical properties of titanium alloys are very sensitive to variations in microstructure and texture which depend on thermomechanical and heat treatments (Wanhill 1978 , Bowen 1988 ).
The present paper deals with the characterization of the evolution of both microstructure and texture according to different routes.
MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The CORONA 5 alloy (Ti-4.5A1-5Mo-I.5Cr weight %) was transformed by CEZUS. From an identical initial microstructure eight routes consisting of a forging or rolling followed by a solutioning treatment, all the structures have undergone the same ageing treatment, Table (Benhaddad 1992 
and r/: spherical coordinates of the normal to diffracting plane in the specimen frame.
d?': rotation around the normal to the diffracting plane.
The O.D.F is calculated by inversing this integral, the principle of the calculation consists in expanding each member of this equation (2) on spherical harmonics basis and finding relations between the coefficients of both expansions (Bunge 1969 ).
The F(g) maximums represent the orientation density of the different components present in the studied polycrystal. Therefore, the texture can be represented by the preferential orientations with their respectives F(g). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of forging temperature
The Figures 5a and b exhibit evolution of Cos and CDT intensity as a function of forging temperature. The results are separated in "high treated" and "low treated". The same evolution is observed for the two classes:
at high temperature, the intensity of CDN is equal or lightly greater than the CDT intensity.
at low forging temperature (process A), the CoN component is preponderant. 
